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Figure 1. Selected Economies: Daily Confirmed Cases
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Figure 1. Selected Economies: Daily Confirmed Cases
(Cont’d)

Sources: Haver Analytics, sourced from John Hopkins University; and AMRO staff calculations.
Figure 2. Selected Economies: Daily Confirmed Deaths
Figure 2. Selected Economies: Daily Confirmed Deaths
(Cont’d)

Sources: Haver Analytics, sourced from John Hopkins University; and AMRO staff calculations.
Note: As new data is recorded on business days only, Monday’s data includes weekend data. For ease of comparison, the data here shows the 3-day Saturday-Monday average, which can thus explain non-integer values.
Sources: Haver Analytics, sourced from John Hopkins University; and AMRO staff calculations.
Figure 5. Selected ASEAN+3 Economies: Confirmed Cases
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Sources: Haver Analytics, sourced from John Hopkins University; and AMRO staff calculations.
Figure 6. Selected Economies: Confirmed Cases vs. Confirmed Deaths

Sources: Haver Analytics, sourced from John Hopkins University; and AMRO staff calculations.
Figure 7. ASEAN+3 and Selected Economies: COVID-19 Cycle
(Change in number of persons per one million population)
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Note: Yellow dot represents the declaration of emergency in selected prefectures; red dot for nationwide.
Note: Red dot represents the day when lockdown was implemented or extended.
Note: Red dot represents the day when lockdown was implemented or extended.
Note: Red dot represents the day when lockdown was implemented or extended.
Note: Red dot represents the day when lockdown was implemented or extended.
Note: Red dot represents the day when lockdown was implemented or extended.
Note: Red dot represents the day when lockdown was implemented or extended.

Note: The recovery statistics for the United Kingdom has not been reported since April 13, 2020.

Note: Chart only shows lockdown days for California (purple) and New York (red).
Note: Red dot represents the day when lockdown was implemented or extended.
Note: Red dot represents the day when lockdown was implemented or extended.

Sources: Haver Analytics, sourced from John Hopkins University; and AMRO staff calculations.
Link to AMRO’s COVID cycle analytical note: https://www.amro-asia.org/where-are-we-in-the-covid-cycle/